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(57) ABSTIL_.CT

A global positioning satellite receiver having an antenna for

receiving a LI signal from a satellite. The LI signal is

processed by a preamplifer stage including a band pa_s filter

and a low noise amplifier and output as a radio frequency

(RF) signal. A mixer receives and de-spreads the RF signal

in response to a pseudo-random noise code, i.e., Gold code,

generated by an internal pseudo-tandem noise code genera-

tor. A microprocessor enters a code tracking loop, such thai

during the code tracking loop, it addresses the pseudo-

random code generator Io cause the pseudo-random code

generator to sequentially output p_ndo-random codes cnr-

responding to satellite codes u_d to spread the LI signal,

until correlation occurs. When an output of the mixer is
indicative of the occurrence of correlation between the RF

signal and the generated pseudo-random codes, the micro-

processor enters an operational state which slows the

receiver code .sequence to stay locked with the satellite cede

sequence. The output of the mixer is provided to a detector

which, in turn, controls certain routines of the microproces-

sor. The microprocessor will output pseudo range informa-

tion according to an interrupt routine in response detection

of correlation. The pseudo range information is to be tele-

metered to a ground station which determines the position of

the global positioning satellite receiver.

1 Claim, 5 Drawing Sheets
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METHOD AND APEARATUS FOR
DETERMINING POSITION USING GLOBAL

POSITIONING SATELLITES

CROSS REFERENCES TO RELATED

APPLICATIONS

This application is a continuation-in-part application of
and claims the benefit of priority under 35 U.S.C 120 to

parent application See. No. 08/627,8L7 filed Apr. 1, 19C_6,

entitled "'Method and Apparatus for Determining Position
Using Global Positioning Satellites", John L. Ward and

William S. Ward now U.S. Pat. No. 5, 793, 328.

ORIGIN OF THE INVENTION

The invention described herein was made by an employee
of the United States Government. This invenlion may be

manufactured and used by or for the Government for gov-
ernmental purposes without the payment of any royalties
thereon or therefor.

2

as II (157542 GHz) and I2 (1.2277 GHz). using a spread
specmim technique in which the carriers are hi-phase modu-

lated with a pseudo random number (PRb0 sequence or

code. The L2 band transmits a code available only to
s authorized users and is not used in the current invention. In

fact, the El cartier is modulated with two PRN codes, a

coarse, acquisition (C/A) code and a precision (P) code and
is available to any user, military or civilian. Each satellite is

assigned a unique C/A and P code sequence. For the purpose

1,3 of the following Disclosure, we are only interested in the
C/A code modulation of the Ll carrier.

In order to determine position in three dimensions, a

receiver must simultaneously or sequentially track at least
four satellites. A GPS receiver is able to track a given GPS

15 satellite when it can synchronize an internally generated
replica of the C/A code with the C/A code being transmitted
by the satellite. In a typical GPS receiver, the L1 signal is

received by an antenna, bandpass filtered, amplified by a low
noise amplifier (LNA) and then down converted to an

:+3 intermediate frequency (IF) by mixing with the muhiplied

output of .'t voltage controlled o._illator (VCO). The result-
ing IF signal is then de-spread or correlated with an inter-

nally generated version of the satellite's C/Acode sequence.
A raw pseudo-range is determined by obse_'ing where in the

C/A code sequence that correlation occurs at some instant in

time. "Raw" refers to the determination of position prior to
microprocessor compensation for clock errors, atmospheric

effects, and other known factors. At least four Pseudo-ranges

are processed to determine a receiver's position.
Virtually all conventional GPS receiver designs make use

of a Costas Loop to decode a 50 bit per second navigation

message and also use either a Costas Loop or a separate
carrier tracking loop to phase lock a local oscillator to the

satellite carrier and to compensate for Doppler effects.
3s Additionally, a codeless GPS receiver has been developed

for use in balloon radiosondes as a tow cost alternative to a

traditional code tracking receiver. In the codeless receiver,

the LI signal is stripped of its bi-phase modulation by means

of a .squaring technique and then carrier Doppler information
40 ks analyzed to determine receiver velocity and position. By

converting the GPS signal into two quadrature components
and then multiplying the two quadrature components

together, the 180 spread spectrum code is removed from

the carrier frequency. The multiplied result is bandpass
45 liltered to pass two times the expected Doppler frequency

shift from which velocity information is subsequently
derived.

Finally, a method is k.nown to the art in which the
wideband spread spectrum El signals from a plurality of

50 satellites is frequency compressed and its Fourier compo-

nenls analyzed to extract velocity and position information.
The limitatior_s of GPS technologies currently known Io

the art contribute to the complexity and cost of current

receivers. Correlation must bc performed al a down-
55 converted frequency, requiring a local oscillator and mixer.

The alternative codeless technique suffers from a signal-to-
noise inet_ciency which impairs the accuracy of determin-

ing position and velocity.

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION
60

Accordingly, it is an object of the present invention to

provide a method for determining the position of an object.

It is another objecl of the present invention to provide an

apparatus for determining the position of an object.

It is yet another object of the present invention to provide

a method for determining the position of an object using a

global positioning satellites.

TECHNICAL HELD

The present invention relates generally to a method and

apparatus for determining the posilion of an object, and
more particularly to a method and apparatus for determining '5

the position of an object using a low cost global positioning

satellite receiver, such as balloon radiosondes, sonobuoys,
ships, land vehicles and other objects on or near the earth's

surface, using satellites of the Global Positioning System 3o
(GPS).

BACKGROUND ART

A very low cost GPS receiver is highly desirable in any
application which involves a mobile segment and a fixed

segment in which there isa lelemetry link such as a cellular
telephone system or balloon radio_ndes.

For instance, a cost effective method to accurately locate

a Cell phone user who has made a 911 telephone call is
highly desirable.

In addition, many thousands of balloon radiosondes are

launched yearly in the world. Most of these are launched

from commercial airports twice daily to gather meteorologi-

cal data, such as data on winds aloft for llight planning
purposes. Another large us.er of balloon radiosondes are the
armed forces who need to know winds aloft in connection

with artillery and missile trajectory projections. Currently,

most balloon radiosondes use one of the following Io
determine bailoon position:

Loran Transponder

Omega Transponder

Radar Tracking

Radiothcodolite Tracking.

Both Loran and Omega ate scheduled for termination
within the next 20 ye,'u's. Radar tracking ks prohibitively

expensive for most synoptic applications. Radiotheodolite

tracking systems are expensive to maintain and suffer from
multi-path problems at low tracking elev_ttions.

Accordingly, a need for a low cost global positioning
satellite receiver has arisen.

The United States government has placed a number of

satellites in orbit as part of the Global Positioning System
(GPS). A GPS receiver simultaneously or sequentially

receives signals from four or more satellites to determine
various parameters, such as time, receiver position and

velocity. Each satellite transmits two L-band signals known

6,5
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i't is also an object of the presenl invent on to provide a
low cost apparatus for determining the position of an object

using a global positioning satellites.

It is an additional object of the present invention Io

provide a low cost method and apparatus for determining the 5

position.of an objecl using a global positioning satellites that
does not perform correlation on a down-converted signal.

It is a fltrther object of the present invention to provkle a

low- cost method and apparatus for determining the position
of an objecl using a global positioning satellites that has to

good signal-to-notse eNciency in order to accurately deter-

mine position and velocity of the object.

These and other objects can be achieved according to the

principles of the present invention wherein a method for Is
generating pseudo-range data and pseudo-range rates in a
global positioning satellite receiver for transmission to a

ground slation sequentially generates pseudo-random noise
codes corresponding to known satellite codes in response to

address signals received from a microprocessor, generates a
de-spread signal by de-spreading a radio frequency signal in :0

response to the generated pseudo-random noise codes,

delects when the de-spread signal is indicative of correlation
belween the radio frequency signal and the generated

pseudo-random noise codes, and generates pseudo range
data upon correlation. 25

Addition,'dly, these and other objects can be achieved

according 1o the principles of the present invention wherein

a global positioning satellite receiver having an antenna for

receiving a LI signal from a satellile and a preamplifier ['or 3,)
converting the L1 signal to a radio frequency signal wherein

the glot-,a[ positioning satellite receiver generates pseudo-
range data and pseudo-range rates for transmission to a

ground station and incorporates a pseudo-random noise code
generator for sequentially generating pseudo-random noise 35
codes corresponding to known satellite codes in response to
address signals received from a microprocessor, a correla-

tion mixer for de-spreading the radio frequency sign,"d in

response to the generated pseudo-random noise codes, a

detector lbr detecting when an output of the correlation 40
mixer is indicative of correlation between the radio fre-

quency signal and the generated pseudo-random noise
codes, and the microprocessor which generates the pseudo-

range data in response In an output of the detector.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION Of THE DRAVvqNGS 45

A more complete appreciation of lhe present invention,

and many of the attendant advantages thereof, will become

readily apparent as the same becomes better understood by

reference to tire following detailed description when con- 50
sidered in conjunction with the accompanying drawings in

which like reference symbols indicate the same or similar
components, wherein:

FIG. 1 illustrates a simplified block diagram lypifying a

conventionaI P code global positioning satellite receiver; 55
FIG. 2 is a preferred embodiment of a globaI positioning

.,,atellite receiver construcled according to the principles of
the present invention;

4

In the fotlov,'ing detailed description, many specific
&taiIs are set forth to provide a more thorough understand-

ins of the present invention. It will be apparent, however, to

tho,,ve skilled in the art, that the present invention may be
practiced without these ,specific details. In other instances,
well known circuiis have not been described so as ant to

obscure the present invention.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE
PREFERRED EMBODIMENTS

FIG. 1 is a generalized illustration simplifying a conven-

tional GPS receiver, wherein a LI signal received through an
antenna 10 is band pxss filtered by band pass filter 11 and

amplified by a Iow noise amplifier 12 to output a radio

frequency (RF) signal. The RF signal output from low noise
amplifier 12 is down converted to an intermediate frequency

(IF) by mixing the RF signal at mixer 13 with an output of
a voltage controlled oscillator 18 via multiplier 17 which

multiplies the output of the voltage controlled o._illator 18
by a predetermined value, e.g. 2. Since the LI signal ",.',,as

spread in resportse In moduIation by a pse.ndo-random noise

(PRN-) code, i.e. a C/A code or P code, the resulting IF sign_il
is provkled to a correlator 14 to be correlated, or "'de-

spread", with an internally generated pseudo-random noise
code from pseudo-random noise code generator 16. Raw
pseudo-ranges are determined in control loop and filter unit

15 by observing where in the C/A code sequence that
correlation occurs. The control loop and filter unit 15 will

typically employ a Costas Loop to decode a 50 bit per
second navigation message and also use either a Costas

Loop or a separate carrier tracking loop to phase lock the
voltage controlled o._illator 18 to the satel]ite carrier to

compensate for Doppler effects. Control loop and filter unit
15 wiI1 provide pseudo ranges and range rates 1o a micro-

processor (riot shown) for deriving position, velocity and

time information. The raw pseudo-ranges are corrected by
the microprocessor to compensate tbr clock errors, atmo-

spheric effects, and other factors. The global positioning
sate!lite receiver depicted by HG i illuslrales a necessary

down converting process before the correlation step.

A global positioning satellite receiver having an antenna
for receiving a LI signal from a .satellite and a preamplifier

for converting the L1 signal to a radio frequency signal lot
generating pseudo-range data and pseudo-range rates for

transmission to a ground station and having a pseudo-

random noise code generator for sequentially generating
pseudo-random noise codes corresponding to "known satel-

lite codes in response to address signals received from a
microproces.v)r, a correlation mixer for de-spreading the

radio frequency signal in response to the generated pseudo-

random noise codes, and a detector for detecting when an
output of Ihe correlation mixer is indicative of correlation

between the radio frequency signal and the generated

pseudo-random noise codes, wherein the microprocessor
generates Ihe pseudo-range data in response to an outpul of
the detector is described in detail below in connection with
FIG. 2.

A preferred embodiment of a global positioning satellite
FIG. 3 is an alternate embodiment of a global positioning receiver of the present invention does not require the [.1

satellite receiver conSlrncted according to the principles of 6o signal be clown converted betbre correlation is allempted.
the present invention; and Referring now to FIG. 2, an LI signal is received by an

FIG. 4 is another alternate embodiment of a global

positioning satellite receiver construcled according to the

principles of the present invention.

FIG. 5 is another alternate embodiment of a global

positioning satellite receiver c0nstructed according to the

principles of the present invention.

antenna 10 and input to a preamplifier stage comprising a

band pa_s filter 11 and a low noise amplifier 12, and is output
from [ow noise amplifier 12 as a radio frequency (RF)

_5 signal. A mixer 33, also known as a code correlator, receives

the RF signal and a Gold code generated by an internal
pseudo-ran,dora noise code generator, i.e., Gold code gen-

Copy provided by USPTO from the CSIR Image Database on 04-10-2001
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erator 34 Gold code generator 34 is a nonvolatile memory

such as a ROM or an EPROM having codes corresponding
to satellite codes in the Global Positioning Satellite System
stored therein in a predetermined sequential order. Before
the RF signal enters mixer 33, the global positioning satellite
signal of interest has a bandwidth of about 2 MHz with a
relatively constant power spectral density about the LI
carrier. When correlation occurs between the internally
generated Gold codes one of the satellite Gold codes, the

power at precisely the LI carrier will increase by about 30
dB above the power across the rest of the 2 MHz band.

Initially, microprocessor (MPU) 35 enters a code tracking
loop and thus addresses Gold code generator 34 to cause

Gold code generator 34 to sequentially output Gold codes

corresponding to the _teilite Gold codes until correlation 15
occurs. Once correlation occurs, the microprocessor 35
enters an operational stale which slows the receiver code

sequence to stay locked with the satellite code sequence.

The output of mixer 33 is amplified and fed to a prescaler
36 to be divided by a predetermined ration N, where N is ,20

equal to 64 in the present example. Prescaler 36 provides a

dMded signal to a crystal oscillator 37 whose frequency is
precisely LI/N. The prescaler and oscillaior act as a narrow

band filter At the instant correlation occurs, the crystal will

o._illate, which can easily be detected in numerous ways. At 25
the instant this oscillation begins, the raw pseudo-range is

determined by knowing the offset inlo the Gold code
sequence. The offset into the Gold code sequence is related

to the pseudo-rang.

The code tracking loop is implemented a, follows. When 30

attempting to correlate, microprocessor 35 enters a loop in

which it begins to execute a series of NOP's (No
Operations). An instruction pointer of microprocessor 35

increments after executing each NOP and address lines of

microprocessor 35 act as the outputs of a synchronous 35
counter. These incrementing microprocessor address lines

drive the address lines of a ROM containing the Gold code
sequence, i.e. Gold code generator 34. The clock of the
microprocessor 35 is selected so that the Gold code is

sequenced at 1.043 MHz, (1.023 MHz+20 KHz). This is 40

slightly faster than the nominal 1.023 MHz chipping rate
plus the largest expected Doppler shift. The largest Doppler
shift of a GPS satelIite signal at LI is about 7.5 KHz. The

internally generated Gold code sequence will eventually
come into correlation with the satellite Gold code. At this 45

point, micrnproce_,;or 35 enters into a loop which slows the

receiver code sequence to stay locked with the satellite code

sequence. This is done by occasionally asserting, or
char_ng, the WAIT or READY line of microprocessor 35.
Assertion of tie WAIT line inserts wait states into the read s0

cycle of microprocessor 35, thereby effectively slowing the

chipping rate of Gold code generator

Microprocessor 35 (by way of internal programmable
counters or a real time clock common to many

microprocessors) generates a regular pulse train which 55
defines the receiver epoch. At the beginning of each epoch,

while the receiver is in the tracking loop, an interrupt is

generated. When microprocessor 35 enters the interrupt
service routine, the address corresponding to the Gold code

sequence offset output by microprocessor 35 is also pushed 6o
into the microprocessor's stack. The offset into the Gold

code sequence is related to the pseudo-range. Therefore,

when correlation occurs betv,,-een the internally generated
Gold code and the satellite Gold code, the interrupt service

routine is able to simply pop the address of the Gold code os
right off the stack and, for example, send it to telemetry

electronics of a balloon radiosonde. The address popped off

10

6

the stack represents the raw pseudo-range (Doppler range)
value used by a ground station to determine the Position of

the global positioning receiver. Doppler shifts (pseudo-range
rates) can also be measured. The internal chipping rate is

s always faster than any satellite chipping rate. When the
receiver begins to correlate, correlation detection oscillator

37 begit'zs to oscillate. The oscillalion output from oscillator
37 is input to a counter chain, i.e., Doppler counters 38. The

time during, which correlation occurs, as the receiver chip-
ping clock causes the receiver to stew through correlation, is
directly proportional to the Doppler shift. Therefore, a final

reading, in response to the oscillation output, of Doppler
counters 38 indicales how long it took the receiver to slew

through correlation, this final reading is a measurement of
the pseudo range rate (Dopper shift). Ahemately, Doppler

shift can be measured by knowing the rate at which the
WAIT line must be asserted by the control loop in order to

maintain code tracking. After microprocessor 35 outputs

p_udo-range dala the code tracking loop is restarted at the
normal chipping rate and the microprocessor resets Doppler

counters 38 to obtain a new count to determine how ling it
takes the receiver to slew through correlation for a nexl
satellite code.

An alternative embodiment of a global positioning satel-
lite receiver of the present invention is illustrated in FIG. 3.

The alternative embodiment, like the preferred embodiment,
does not require the LI signal to be down converted before

correlation is attempted. The LI signal is received by an

antenna 10 and output ,as a radio frequency (RF) signal by
a preamplifier stage comprising a band pass filter 11 and a

low noise amplifier 12. A mixer 43, also Imown as a code

correlator, receives the RF signal and a Gold code generated
by an internal pseudo-random noise generator, ie., Gold

code generator 44. Gold code generator 44 is a nonvolatile

memory .such as a ROM or an EPROM having codes
corresponding to the satellite codes in the Global Positioning

Satellite System stored therein in a predetermined sequential

order. Before the RF signal enters mixer 43, the global
positioning satellite signal of interest has a bandwidth of

alx}ut 2 MHz with a relatively constant power spectral
density about the LI carrier. When correlation occurs

between the internally generated Gold codes one of the

satellite Gold codes, the power at precisely the LI carrier
will increase by about 30 dB above the power across the rest
of the 2 MHz band.

Microprocessor (MPU) 45 enters a code tracking loop in

response to a timer control signal from d,:tector 47 at start-up
and thus starts sending addresses to Gold code generator 44

to cause Gold code generator 44 to sequentially output Gold
codes corresponding to the satellite Gold codes until corre-
lation occurs.

The output of mixer 43 is amplified and fed to a narrow
bandfilter 46 having a narrow band centered at LI, e.g., a
Surfacc Acoustic Wave (SAW) or a Surface Transvcrse

Wave (STW) filter. The bandwidth of filter 46 must be much

more narrow than 2 MHz at El for the system to work
When correlation occurs, the output of filter 46 will increase

by approximately 30 dB, which can be easily detected in
various ways by a detector 47. Once correlation occurs,

microprocessor 45 enters an operational state which slows

the receiver code sequence to stay locked with the satellite
code .sequence, as follows. The moment that this increase in

power is detected, detector 4'7 provides a detection signal to

a WMT input of microprocessor 45 and a loop similar to Ihc

one described with regard to FIG. 2, is entered by micro-
proces_r 45 to obtain the pseudo ranges. Additionally,

Doppler shift, i.e., pseudo range rates, can be measured by
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timing how king it takes for the receiver to slew through
correlation using an internal timer or counter of the micro-

pmcessor.
In another alternative embodiment, FIG. 4, bins a L1

(satellite) signal which received by an antenna lfl and output s

as a radio frequency (RF) signal by a preamplifier stage
comprising a hand pass filter 11 and a low noise amplifier 12.
A first mixer 54, also known as a code corre[alor or a

de-spreading mixer, receives the RF signal and a pseudo-
random noise code generated by an internaI pseudo-random _0

noise code generator 55. Pseudo-random noise code gen-
erator 55 is a nonvolatile memory such as a ROM or an

EPROM having codes corresponding to the satellile c¢.les in
the Global Positioning SateIllte Syslem '_tored therein in a

predetermined sequential order. Before the RF signal enters 15
the mixer, the global positioning satellite signal of interest
has a bandwidth of about 2 Mllz with a relatively constant

power spectral density about the El carrier. When correla-

tion occurs between the internally generated pseudo-random
nois,e codes and one of lhe satellite codes, lhe ix)wet at 20

precis.ely the E1 carrier will increase by about 30 dB above

the power across the rest of the 2 MIIz band. An output of
the first mixer 54 is supplied to one input of a second mixer
56 for down conversion. Second mixer 56 down converts the

output of first mixer 54, in response to a signal generated by 25

a frequency generator 58 via a multiplier 57 to a frequency
which is in the range of a microprocessor driven program-

mable bandpass filter 59. The output of second mixer 56 is
filtered by programmable bandpass filter 59, amplified by

amplifier 60 and then provided to an amplitude detector 61. 30

The output of amplitude detector 61 is digitally converted by
an analog-to-digital (A/D) converter 62. The digitally con-

verted signal is then input to a central processing unit (CPU)

63 comprising a microprocessor (not shown). The micro-
processor adjusts the chip phase of pseudo-random noise 35

code generator 55 so that the output of amplitude detector 61
achieves a maximum level. The microprocessor also

dynamically adjusts the bandpass and center frequency of
programmable bandpass filter 59 to maximize signal-to-

noise and to minimize satellite acquisition time. The chip 40

phase of pseudo-random noise code generator 55 is adjusted
by the address signals output by the microprocessor. These

addresses are periodically recorded onto the microcomput-
er's stack as raw pseudo range data. Once correlation is

delected in response to the data from analog-to-digital 45

converter 62, the last address pushed onto the stack is
popped off the stack and stored in an internal memory (not

show) of CPU 63. After the global positioning satellite
receiver has established correlation with several satellites,

the pseudo range data for these satellites are read from the 5o
internal memory of CPU 63 and grouped into a data block.

The data block is output by CPU 63 to a third mixer 64 to

modulate a frequency signal output by frequency generator

5g. The output of third mixer 64 is then amplified by
amplifier 65 and transmitted, i.el; telemetered, via antenna 55
66 to a ground station (not Shown). Thdground station, using

known algorithms, processes the p_udo range data to deter-

mine the position, altitude and velocity of the global posi-

tioning satellite receiver. Additionally, Doppler shift, i.e.,

pseudo range rates, can be measured by using an internal 00
limer or cotinter of the microprocessor to time how long it
lake for lhe receiver to slew through correlation.

Each code generator of the foregoing cte._ribed embodi-

ments is compri_d of a nonvolatile memory such as a ROM

or an EPROM having codes, i.e., Gold codes or pseudo- 65
random noise codes corresponding to the satellite codes, i.e.,
C/A codes or P codes, in the Global Positioning Satellite

8
Syslem stored therein in a known predetermined sequenlia[

order, The predetermined sequential order in which the

codes are stored in he code generators is known b> the

ground station (not shown), wherein each chip position in
the .sequential order identifies a corresponding satellite. The

ground station, using known algorithms, processes the
address data transmitted _s pseudo-range data to determine

which satellite the global positioning satellite receiver cor-
related with in order to calculate the position, altitude and

velocity of the global positioning satellite receiver.

As described above, the present invention provides a
method and apparatus having good signal-to-noise el_-

ciency which mixes the received satellite signal with the

pseudo random noise (C/A) code ttsed to spread lhe satellite
signal for determining position and velocily of an olLiecl

using global positioning satellites thus eliminating the need
to down-convert the satellite signal before establishing cor-
relation.

FIG. 5 illustrates another alternate embodiment of the

present invention which is very low cost.

The GPS L1 signal with a power level of about -160 dBW
Ls received by an antenna, i,e. a micro-strip or helical
antenna (10) and amplified by a Low Noise Amplifier (12)

which has a gain of at least 20 dB then and filtered by the

band pass filter (11). The band pa_ filter should have a pass
band of at least 2 MHz centered around the GPS LI

frequency, 1.57542 Ghz. The Ll signal is mixed (74) with a
PRN _quencc from the PRN Generator (92) corresponding
to the GPS satellite to be tracked. If the PRN code sequence

from the PRN Generator (92) is synchronized with the code

sequence being receive at the antenna (10), a pure carrier al

LI wiI1 appear at the input of Gain Block (75). The process
of correlation yields of processing gain of about 30 dB so

that the power of the LI carrier at the input of the Gain Block
(75) will be about -110 dB. After amplification by Gain

Block (75), he LI carrier will have a level of about -30
dBW. The signal is now mixed (76) with a 1.57 Ghz VCO

(78). The signal out of the mixer will be some frequency
between DC and the maximum Doppler shift that will be

experienced (around i0 KHz) plus harmonics of 1 MHz

which is generated due to the lack of 100% correlation
between the L1 signal and the local PRN Generator (92).

The signal is then filtered by Low Pass Filter (77) which

has a cutoffof something over 1 MHz and amplified by Gain
Block (79). The signal is now filtered by High Pass Filter

(80) which has a cutoff of just under 1 MHz. The signal
consists now of some noise plus the 1 MHz and its harmon-

ics generated by less than perfect correlation. A portion of

this is shifted in phxse by 9(I degrees by phase shifter (81)
and both the in phase and quadrature components go into

analog multiplexer (83) and sampled by A:D (84). The A,D
(84) under samples the signal at 100 KHz. The MPU (93)

then correlates the digitized signal with 100 K.Hz to indi-

rectly measure {he power in the 1 MHz band and all of its
harmoni¢.-s up {o ihe cutog frequency of the high pa_ filter

(80). The measuremenl of this power can be related to the

degree of correlation of the incoming PRN code sequence
and the local PRN generator. A correlation peak is obtained

by minimizing the sum of the 1 MHz signal and its com-
ponents. The 50 bps data stream can be decoded as the sign

of the accumulated power will be a function of the sign of
the data bit.

During the acquisition phase when the receiver is search-

ing lbr a satellite, it is possibie to force the PRN Generator
(92) to slew through correlation once. Data tbr this time

period is sampled by A_,D (84) and stored by the MPU (93).

Copy provided by USPTO from the CSIR Image Database on 04-10-2001
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Once a _t of samples is stored, the data can be quickly

pmces.',ed to determine the exact PRN phase and Doppler of
the satellite to be acquired. This contrasts to the PRN Code

Phase/Frequency Bin matrix that must be .searched in a
traditional design. 5

A unique aspect of zhis design is that the IF of this system

i.s DC. Information to close both a code loop and carrier loop
is contained in the output of the second mixer (76). The

information necessau to close the carrier loop is centered

about DC and the information needed to close the code loop 10
is contained in frequency bins of 1 MHz and its harmonics.

Coupling both the phase and carrier loops in this way can
result in savings in extreme cost _nsitive applications.

Because the code clock is locked to the carrier phase 15

clock, once initial Iock is achieved, the receiver will stay
locked indefinitely without CPU intervention. A conven-

tional tau-dither loop is used to fine tune the PRN code phase
to achieve maximum correlation.

There are two phase locked loops operating in the system. "0

One loop loc'_ the LI VCO (78) with a 2046 Mtlz Crystal
Oscillator (91) and the other loop locks the incoming El

carrier phase with the 20.46 MHz Oseillator (91). The output

of the LI VCO (78) is sampled by the Phase Locked Loop
Module (90). Internally, the PLL (90) divides the LI signal 25

down to 20.46 MHz and compares the phase to that of lhe

20.46 Mliz Crystal Oscillator (91). The PLL (90) generates
an error signal which is filtered by the LI Loop Filter (86)

which in turn drives the control pin on the LI VCO (78).
30

The 20.46 MHz crystal is itself slaved to the reconstructed

LI carrier of the GPS satellite being tracked. Mixer (76) acts

as the phase comparator between the satellite LI carrier and
the L1 VCO (78) and because the L1 VCO (78) is slaved to

the 20.46 MHz crystal (91), the mixer (76) indirectly acts as 3s
a phase comparator between the satellite El signal and the

20.46 MHz cr3'stal (91). The output of the mixer (76) is

amplified by gain blocks (79) and (85) and filtered by Loop
Filter (87) imd then ted into the summer (89). The other port

of the summer (89) is fad by Digital to analog Converter 40
(88). "f'he sum of lhese voltages drives lhe control pin on Ihe

20.46 Mllz OscilIator (91). The D/A(88) .sets the operating
poinl of the 20.46 Mtlz O_illator to insure that the output

of the Carrier Phase Loop Filter (87) will be able to bring the

20.46 MHz Oscillator (91) into the Iock range of the loop. 4s

The MPU (93) determines the pseudo ranges by noting

the time at which the PRN Generator (92) presents the first
element of the sequence of the particular satellite which is

being tracked. The short term stability and accuracy of the
timing scheme must be such that the intervals between 4 s0

successive pseudo-ranges must be known to within 10 us.

The precise measurement of Doppler is needed to deter-

mine velocity to a precision of up to 0.1 m/s. There are two

ways to measure Doppler with this system. The most accu- _,_,
rate is to siave the telemetry transmitter (94) to the 20.46 ""
MHz VCO (91) and then carrier track the telemetry, carrier

at the receiving station and then Precisely compute the

Doppler. Asimpler approach is to simply sample the control
pin of the VCO (9l) and telemeter this information. A table

6o
can be computed relating the Doppler to the voltage level on
the conlrol pin.

Depending on the application, environmental sensors (82)

can be sampled and inserted into the telemetry data slream.

For example, in the balloon radio-sonde application, sensors 65
might include one or more thermistors, a hydristor, and/or
other sensors.

10

The RS-232 Interface (95) is used to communicate with a
central computer before deployment. In order to speed

acquisition of GPS satellites, the system can be loaded with

a Time/Satellite/Doppler map which would assist the
receiver in quickly locking on to the various satellites at the
appropriate times.

In the Cell phone application to locate the 911 caller, the
Cell company may load the GPS receiver with sequences of

satellites to be tracked and the approximate code phase at
any given time. In this way, the GPS receiver in the Celt

phone would be able to telemeter 4 pseudo ranges inside a

few seconds, a time span much shorter than the typical
length of a 911 call.

This embodiment is very low cost and is suitable tbr many
applications.

While there have been illustrated and described what are

considered Io be preferred embodiments of the present

invention, it will be understood by those skilled in the art

lhat various changes and modifications may be made, and
equivalents may be substituted for elements thereof wilhoul

departing from the true scope of the preseut invention. In
addition, many modifications may be made to adapt a

particular situation to the teaching of the present invention

without departing from the central scope thereof. Therefore,
it is intended that the present invention not be limited to the

particular embodiments discloscd as the besl mode contem-
plated for carrying out the present invention, but that the

present invention includes all embodiments falling within

the scope of the appended claims.
What is claimed is:

1. A global positioning satellite receiver for generating

pseudo-range data and pseudo-range rates for transmission
to a ground station, said globaI positioning satellite receiver

having an antenna and a preamplifier for receiving a LI
signal from a satellite and outputting the LI signal as a radio

frequency signal, said global positioning satellite receiver
comprising:

a pseudo-random noise code generator for sequentially

generating pseudo-random noise codes, corresponding
to knmaqa satellite codes, in response to address signals

received from microprocessor means;

a correlation mixer for de-spreading said radio frequency
signal in response to said generated pseudo-random
noise codes;

detecting means for detecting when an output of said
correlation mixer is indicative of correlation between

said radio frequency signal and said generated pseudo-

random noise codes wherein said detecting means
comprises:

means for down-converting an output of said correla-
tion mixer to an intermediate frequency between

direct current and a maximum Doppler shift plus

harmonics of a generated frequency, wherein sakl
generated frequency is generated due to a lack of
100% correlation,

[owpass filter means having a cutoff slightly higher

than the generated frequency for filtering said inter-

mediate frequency and producing a low-passed
signal,

highpass filter means having a cutoff slightly lower
than the generated frequency for filtering the low-

passed signal and producing a high-passed signal,

a phase shifter for shifting the high-pissed signal in
phase, producing an in-phase signal, and

an analog multiplexer with inputs of the in-phase signal

and the high-passed signal which the multiplexer
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feeds into an analog to digital converter for sampling

at a lower frcquency than the generated frequency,

said analog to distal converter producing a digitized

signal ",,k'hicla is ted into the microprocessor means:

said microprocessor means correlating the digitized signal s

with the lower frequency _ as to indirectly measure a

power of the high-pas_d signal, said power being

related to a degree of correlation of an incoming

pseudo-random noise comte sequence and a pseudo-

random noise code sequence of the generator;

12

a digilal to analog converter for converting the digilized

signal to an analog signal to be summed by summing

means;

a carrier phase loop fitter having a carrier phase output,

said Ioop filter filtering ,-_d low-passed signal; and

said summing means summing the analog signal from the

digitaI to analog converter and the carrier phase output.
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